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Drum-Style Whole Tree Chippers 

Model 3590 - 30" Drum-Style Whole Tree Chippers 

 

The Bandit Model 3590 transforms logging slash, land clearing waste, whole trees and brush into a uniform, saleable 
chip product faster and more efficiently than ever before.  Loggers, land clearers, and industry professionals know 
that hauling away logging slash, tops, and other tree waste is costly and inefficient.  Capable of producing an excess of 
100 tons of chips per hour and filling 45-foot vans in under 10 minutes, the Model 3590 quickly disposes of 
these unwanted materials onsite and produces valuable, demanded fuel chips for use and recovering those costs.  With 
its solid steel welded construction, proven feed system, durable components, and chip throwing technologies, this 
chipper provides all of the production advantages you could ever want from a drum-style chipper.  700 to 875 
horsepower engine options are available.

The throat opening on the Model 3590 measures 30" x 48" behind the most powerful feed system ever developed for 
a whole tree chipper.  The top feed wheels consist of (1) 48" wide by 15-3/4" diameter chain driven top feed 
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wheel powered by (2) 63.9 CID hydraulic motors and (1) 48" wide by 10-5/8" diameter climber feed wheel.   Two (2) 
vertical side feed wheels that are 52" high by 11-3/4" in diameter each powered by a 63.9 CID hydraulic motor help 
to compact material from the side to guide it into the throat of the chipper.   With tremendous pulling power, this 
feed system can reel in and break down awkward shaped limbs and crotches, which can reduce extra trimming and 
time spent repositioning material to be fed.  The 14' long heavy-duty infeed conveyor is also helpful to move and 
push/pull short logs and large piles of brush or tops into the chipping system with its wide profile and track style 
chain.  The feed wheels are arranged in Bandit's patented and proven slide box feed system which allows the top 
feed wheels to move straight up and down with the flow and diameter of material, providing direct down pressure 
and gripping force on the material in conjunction with two (2) hydraulic lift cylinders.  When the machine is configured 
to produce a 5/8" chip, the feed rate of the Model 3590 is approximately 115 feet per minute.

Engineered at the heart of the Model 3590 is the massive 37" diameter by 48" wide drum with its thick skin and 
internal baffles guaranteed to stand up to the rigorous abuse from day-to-day whole tree processing. The large drum 
is positioned to cut material on its bottom half, giving the knives the opportunity to cut more inline with the grain of 
the wood instead of against it, thus allowing smoother operation and less vibration while requiring less horsepower. 
A larger diameter drum also turns slower than a smaller drum, which increases torque to provide a smoother, 
powerful, and more decisive chipping action. Component weight is distributed and supported on a sturdy, balanced 
frame constructed from 6" by 10" tubular steel with the aid of two (2) hydraulically operated front stabilizers.  The 
Model 3590 also features a replaceable knife holder drum which allows you to switch the drum head from bolt-in 
to babbited knives.

Two discharge options are available for the Model 3590. The standard high velocity stationary discharge 
provides maximum chip throwing power for fully loading full-length, end-opening chip vans. With a hydraulic side-to-
side and up-and-down discharge deflector, you can be sure that you can direct material to pack vans to their 
maximum capacity, reducing transportation costs and increasing profitability. Two bottom clean-out doors provide 
access to the inside of the discharge if needed. A 270-degree hydraulic swivel discharge chute with a 12" 
hydraulic adjustable up/down chip deflector is available as an upgrade for those wanting to broadcast the chips over a 
site or spot multiple trailers.

A tether remote control with a 30-foot cord controls all chipper and discharge functions. A wireless radio remote 
is available as an option, allowing an operator to control the unit from a remote location or from an auxiliary 
loader feeding the unit.

As with all Bandit whole tree chippers, the Model 3590 can be equipped with its own cab and loader. The operator 
cab, which swivels with the loader, features 3/8" lexan windows, cab fan, swivel seat with hydraulic controlled joysticks 
built within the arm rests, GEM engine software monitoring system, fuel and hydraulic tank sight gauges, auto 
feed tachometer, throttle control, and a ceiling mounted AC / heating unit. The loader can be equipped with 
either hydraulic or electronic joystick controls.

Customize your Model 3590 to the fullest with many productivity enhancing options including a radio remote, work-
lamp light packages, cab comfort add-ons, engine cooling/reversing fans, and/or an air compressor. A full palette 
of standard and custom paint colors give you the freedom to choose the look of your brand or company.

The Model 3590, as with all Bandit chippers, is designed and equipped with operator safety in mind. Standard items 
that accommodate any chipper package include guards that cover all moving parts, engine disabling plugs, disc/
drum locks, and other Bandit patented and patent pending devices. Also, all components on Bandit chippers are 
designed to be easily accessible to save time on routine maintenance schedules and to reduce downtime by being 
more serviceable out in the field. Bandit whole tree chippers, including the Model 3590, are also backed by an 
industry-leading 5-year "GUTS" warranty which includes coverage on Bandit manufactured components on the drum/
disc and slide box feed system. The engine also features a 5-year warranty and will be covered by the respective 
engine supplier. Thus, Bandit chippers have proven over time to be the best economical decision you can make for a 
long-term investment in a whole tree chipper.
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STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Whole tree control panel (New System)

Bottom feed wheel (reduces material from accumulating at the back of the chipper and creates more pulling power)
Debris deflector on top yoke for feed wheels

BROCHURE - Bandit Product Line (2011) - Spanish Version

FLYER - Zenith Cutter Starter Kits (2012)

CATALOG - Bandit Wear Parts

Reversing Auto Feed System

(2) hydraulic lift cylinders

Slide box (chain driven) feed system with (2) top feed wheels. Includes (1) 36" wide x 15 3/4" diameter top 
feed wheel, along with a 36" wide x 10 5/8" diameter top climber feed wheel. Also includes (2) vertical side 
feed wheels 46" high x 11 1/4" diameter; this includes support plates behind the vertical feed wheels. 

Tether remote control with 30' cord, controls the following functions: (discharge deflector up/down, side to 
side, feed system forward/reverse, yoke up/down, throttle, and engine kill switch).

VIDEO: Model 3590 ...
 

VIDEO: Whole Tree ...
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Radio remote control with tether remote and 30' cord. Remote controls the following functions: 
(discharge functions, feed system forward/reverse, yoke up/down, throttle, and engine kill switch). 
Wide profile, tapered infeed hopper with 14' long infeed conveyor and heavy-duty track style infeed chain

(3) toggle switches to control discharge to be located on instrument panel
37" diameter X 48" wide chipper drum with (8) 5/8" x 6" x 12 1/8" babbited knives and (8) 3/8" x 6" x 12 
1/8" counter knives

Hydraulic flow control for feed rate adjustment

350 gallon steel fuel tank with magnetic drain plug, lockable filler cap, aluminum sight gauge, and fuel shut 
off valve
(2) hydraulic stabilizers with fifth wheel hitch for towing

Bandit 5 year "GUTS" warranty (Includes coverage on Bandit manufactured components on the drum/disc 
and slide box feed system. Engine also features a 5 year warranty and will be covered by respective 
engine supplier).
2 1/2 pound fire extinguisher with mount

PAINT SELECTION

Special Imron Industrial special paint (please specify color)
Special Imron 5000 Paint (please specify color)

ENGINE SELECTION

Engine start panel

Stationary discharge system with up & down and side to side chip deflector, hydraulically operated. Also 
includes (2) bottom clean-out inspection doors. Top of discharge features replaceable AR steel.

In-line hydraulic pressure check system

200 gallon steel hydraulic tank with magnetic drain plug, lockable filler cap, mesh screen strainer, and gate valve

24 volt electrical system (includes (2) 1,400 CCA batteries) with removable LED taillights, protected junction 
box, and LED side clearance lights with reflectors

Banded chipper drive belts

Engine disable plug for hood locking pin-preventing engine from operating without pin in place

Safety DVD, (2) 6" wide x 9" tall Bandit operator's manuals (one paper copy and one waterproof copy tethered 
to machine) and (1) engine operator's manual

Spanish & English combination safety decals

Standard Imron Industrial Urethane Bandit Yellow (For Whole Tree Chippers please specify Chipper Guard 
paint color)

Standard Imron Industrial Urethane White (For Whole Tree Chippers please specify Chipper Guard paint color)

Standard Imron Industrial Urethane Alert Orange (For Whole Tree Chippers please specify Chipper Guard 
paint color)

Standard Imron Industrial Urethane Cat. Yellow (For Whole Tree Chippers please specify Chipper Guard paint color)

Standard Imron Industrial Urethane Green (For Whole Tree Chippers please specify Chipper Guard paint color)

Standard Imron Industrial Urethane Black (For Whole Tree Chippers please specify Chipper Guard paint color)
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Caterpillar C18, 765 horsepower engine without clutch and with reversing fan - Tier 2 (Includes reversing fan 
& Caterpillar 5 year / 5,000 hour "Platinum" engine warranty)
Caterpillar C18, 765 horsepower engine with clutch & reversing fan - Tier 2 (Includes Caterpillar 5 year / 5,000 
hour "Platinum" engine warranty)
Caterpillar C27, 800 horsepower engine without clutch - Tier 2 (Includes Caterpillar 5 year / 5,000 hour 
"Platinum" engine warranty)
Caterpillar C27, 875 horsepower engine without clutch - Tier 2 (Includes Caterpillar 5 year / 5,000 hour 
"Platinum" engine warranty)
400 horsepower WEG electric motor, with a 50 horsepower electric pump drive motor and panel, soft start 
panel for main motor, design "A" torque for maximum performance, three phaze (60 Hertz), 208-230/460, or 
460 volt options, enclosed fan (water and dust tight), class "F" insulation for all frames, 1.15 service factor, and 
F1 mount. (Please consult with Bandit if you need different electrical requirements, as additional charges may 
be applicable). 

CLUTCH SELECTION
Standard manual clutch is included with engine
HPTO14 PT Tech fluid clutch (476 to 765 hp)
HPTO15 PT Tech fluid clutch (766 to 1,050 hp)
Force control hydraulic fluid clutch (540 hp on up)

AXLE SELECTION
(2) 25,000 pound air brake axles
(3) 25,000 pound air brake axles

TIRES/RIMS SELECTION

(12) 11R x 22.5, 16 ply tires mounted on 10-bolt steel dual rims
(4) 445 / 50R 22.5, 16 ply Super single tires mounted on 10-bolt aluminum rims  

CAB AND LOADER OPTIONS

(2) monitors with 7" LCD screens mounted inside operator's cab with (4) cameras mounted on outside of 
chipper for enhanced operator viewing. Each monitor controls two cameras allowing operator to view a split 
screen of each camera or switch back and forth between cameras. (Customer to specify where they want 
the cameras mounted)
DTAC Heavy-duty roof mounted heating and air conditioning system. Has a BTU rating of 33,000 in cooling 
mode and 22,000 in the heating mode. Utilizes a remote mounted, self contained high capacity condenser 
to ensure maximum operator comfort in the most adverse conditions.

FEED SYSTEM OPTIONS
Proportional Hydraulic feed System in lieu of standard (must select fluid clutch)

(8) 11R x 22.5, 16 ply tires mounted on 10-bolt steel dual rims

(8) 11R x 22.5, 16 ply tires mounted on 10-bolt dual rims. (Four outside rims to be aluminum)

(4) exterior work lights to be mounted outside of operator's cab
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For detailed specifications please contact your local authorized Bandit dealer.  
No used equipment listings of this model available at this time.

ENGINE RELATED OPTIONS

Proheat Engine Heater 

KNIFE AND PARTS OPTIONS
37" diameter x 48" wide chipper drum with (8) 5/8" x 5" x 12 1/8" bolt-on dual edge knives
Additional babbited knife (5/8" x 6" x 12 1/8")
Additional drum counter knife (3/8" x 1 3/8" x 12 1/8")
Additional babbited knife clamp
Additional babbited knife holder (Note: holder is set-up for counter-knives)

Micro chip head option (in lieu of standard) (Must also select flow control and chip breaker option)
Chip breaker option

HYDRAULIC OPTIONS
Dual rear hydraulic stabilizers
Deluxe hydraulic oil cooler (Hydraulic operated,includes a higher capacity cooler with bypass and 
reversible hydraulically driven fan that can easily be set up on timed reversing intervals).

MISCELLANEOUS OPTIONS

Cordless 1/2" Impact wrench 4.0 horsepower mini air compressor

Wrench and socket tool kit for air compressor (Includes: (1) Ingersol-Rand Model IR2141 (3/4" drive) air 
wrench, (1) 1 1/2" impact socket for cutterbody bolts, (1) 1 15/16" impact socket for tooth nuts, (1) 1 1/8" 
impact socket, and quick couplers and hose).

Engine pre-cleaner - Engine Air

48" diameter Flexxaire full variable pitch auto reversing cooling fan for Caterpillar C18 engines (Prevents 
engine overheating, improves machine efficiency and reduces fuel consumption) (Available on Caterpillar C15 & 
C18 engines)

56" diameter Flexxaire full variable pitch auto reversing cooling fan for Caterpillar C27engines (Prevents 
engine overheating, improves machine efficiency and reduces fuel consumption) (Available on Caterpillar 
C27 engines)

Additional dual-edge knife

Deluxe light package (Includes (7) Hella worklamp lights, (2) are mounted at the top of the infeed on each side, 
(2) are mounted on each side of the infeed conveyor, (2) on each side of the discharge chute, and (1) on top of 
the drum/disc hood)  

11 horsepower Saylor Beall air compressor (Does not include impact wrench and tools)
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